
p-VALENT CLOSE-TO-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
BY

A.E. LIVINGSTON(*)

1. Introduction. Let Sip) denote the class of functions, which are regular

and p-valently star-like in |z| < 1. A function

fiz) = axz + a2¿2 + ■ ■ ■        (|z|<l)

is a member of Sip), if there exists a positive number p such that for

P < |z| < 1

im(1-1) Re I iA

and

(L2> ■Mm]*-**-
The class Sip) has been studied previously by Goodman [4], Robertson

[9] and others. Goodman [4] has shown that a function in Sip) is p-valent

and has exactly p roots in | z | < 1.

Goodman [4] also defined the class of p-valent convex functions, which

we will refer to as Cip). A function

fiz) =axz + a2z2+ •••        (|z|<l)

is said to be in Cip), if there exists a p such that for p < |z| < 1

1 + Ke[£f]>0

and

A function in Cip) is at most p-valent and has (p — 1) critical points in

|z| < 1. Sip) and Cip) are related to each other in the same way as S(l)

and C(l). Namely, fiz) is in Cip) if and only if zf'iz) is in Sip).

Kaplan [5] defined the class of close-to-convex functions. A function Fiz),
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162 A. E. LIVINGSTON [March

regular for | z| < 1, with P(0) = 0 and P'(0) ^ 0 is said to be close-to-convex

if there exists <b(z) in C(l) such that

"•[£$]>0    <|2|<1)-

Notice that we may rewrite the last inequality to read

r.[9>]>o     „..<»
for some function /(z) in S(l).

Umezawa [13] extended this definition to the case of p-valent functions.

According to Umezawa, a function

F(z)=zq + aq+xzq+l+...        (\z\<l)

is p-valently close-to-convex, if there exists

<P(z)=zq+bq+xzq+l+---        (|z|<l)

in C(p) such that

a5) Re[££0>o   <|2|<1K

It is known that a function in this class is at most p-valent in |z| < 1 [13].

However, Umezawa's definition requires that the zeros of F'(z) and d>'(z)

have the same positions and multiplicities. We will redefine the concept of

a close-to-convex function by requiring that (1.5) should hold only in some

range p < |z| < 1. Furthermore, we will not require that our functions be

normalized.

Definition. We shall say that a function

F(z)=axz + a2z2+ ■■■        (|z|<l),

regular for |z| < 1, is p-valently close-to-convex, or is in Jf (p), if it satisfies

one of the following 'conditions.

(A) There exists a function f(z) in S(p) and a positive number p such that

(1.6) Re[?^] >o       (p<|z|<1).

(B) F(z) is regular on |z| = 1 and there exists a function f(z) in S(p),

also regular on |z| = 1, such that (1.6) holds on |z| = 1.

Notice that if F(z) satisfies (A), then there exists a b such that G(z) = F(ßz)

satisfies (B) for 5 < ß < 1.

If F(z) is in S(p), then taking f(z) = F(z), we see that F(z) is in Jr(p).

Also, if F(z) is in C(p), then taking f(z) = zF'(z), we see that F(z) is in

Strip).
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In §2 we will show that a functionJin 3ïip) is at most p-valent in | z| < 1.

We are also able to obtain sufficient conditions for a function Fiz) to be

in 3ip), provided Fiz) is regular on |z| = 1: If Fiz) has p zeros at the

origin, then we are able to remove the condition of regularity on |z| = 1.

Considerable interest has been shown in the coefficient problem for func-

tions, which are at most p-valent in |z| < 1. Goodman [3] has conjectured

that if

Fiz) = axz + a2z2 + .■ ■        (|z| < 1)

is regular and at most p-valent in |z| < 1, then

,    ,^f_2kjn + p)[_
|0n| Kh iP + k)\ip - k)\in-p- l)!(re2- k2) |0t|

for re > p.

The conjecture was proven by Goodman and Robertson [2] for a func-

tion in Sip), in case all its coefficients are real and by Robertson [9] for

Fiz) in Sip), in case ax = a2= •••=ap_2=0, the remaining coefficients

being complex. In §3 we will prove the conjecture for the (p + l)st co-

efficient of an arbitrary function in 3ip). This is the largest class of p-

valent functions for which the exact bound on the (p + l)st coefficient is

known. We also obtain some sharp upper and lower bounds on | F' (z) | for

Fiz) in 3tip).

§4 deals with the radii of close-to-convexity and convexity for a function

in 3?ip). If

F(z)=a<ïz' + a,+1zi+1-f •■•        (|z|<l)

is in 3 ip), then we obtain a rq < 1 such that Fiz) is g-valently close-to-

convex in |z| < rq and ßq < 1 such that Fiz) is ç-valently convex in |z| < ßq.

The numbers rq and ßq depend upon the nonzero critical points of Fiz). We

are able to show that the number ßq gives us the best possible result. How-

ever, we are not able to show this for the number rq.

2. The class 3?ip). We will make use of the following lemma due to

Umezawa [12].

Lemma 1. Let fiz) be regular for \z\ ir and fiz) ^ 0 on \z\ = r. Suppose

that for z = re"

j\argdfiz) = J2'^[argz/'(z)]dô = J2lRe[l + ^] ctó = 2px(2).

If, furthermore,

( ) Geometrically this says that the angle that the tangent to the image of 121 = r makes

with the positive i-axis goes through a change of 2px as 2 traverses 121 = r. In other words,

the image of |z| = r, under w = f(z), makes p-loops.
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I  2d arg df(z) = \ * — [arg z/'(z)] dd > - w   for 8X < 82,
Jex Jtx   do

then f(z) is at most p-valent in \z\ <r.

Theorem 1. If F(z) is in St"(p), then F(z) is at most p-valent in \z\ < 1.

Proof. There exists f(z) in S(p) and p < 1 such that

(2.1) Re[^r|>o        (p<|z|<l).

Since zF'(z)lf(z) * 0 and zP'(z) ^ 0 for |z| = r (p < r < 1), we may define

arg [zP'(z)//(z) ] and arg [zP'(z)] to be single-valued and continuous on

|*|-r. Since f(z) = [f(z)/zF'(z)][zF'(z)}, then arg/(z) = arg[zP'(z)]

— arg[zF'(z)/f(z)] will be uniquely determined and by (2.1) we have for

z = reii (p<r<l),

- - < arg zF'(z) - arg/(z) < -.

Let 0i < 62, then

(2.2) - J < arg re^P'ire^) - arg/(r<Á) < \

and

(2.3) - Ï < - argre'^F'(re*) + arg f (re*) < ^.

Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

- 7T + arg/(re^) - argf(re*)

(2.4) < arg [re*F' (re**) ] - arg [ré*F" (re*) ]

< * + arg f (re*) - aigf(re*)

or

(2.5)

Since f(z) is in S(p),

- 7T+ f 'darg/íre10) < f *dargdF(re*.
Jh Jh

<r + f2d arg/(V).
Jh

Ci
dargf(re"f)>0.

JH

Thus the left side of (2.5) gives
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(2.6) I  2d arg dFire1*) > - w.
hx

Taking 6X = 0 and 62 = 2ir in (2.5) and using the fact that

J    d arg fire") = 2p*

we obtain

(2.7) (2p - l)x <£'dargdFire") < (2p + l)x.

However, the integral in (2.7) is an integral multiple of 2ir. Therefore,

(2.8) f   dargdF(reli) = 2p7r.

Thus, by Lemma 1, Fiz) is at most p-valent for |z| < r. Since r was arbitrary

(p < r < 1), F(z) is at most p-valent for |z| < 1.

Since (2.8) holds for any function in .3ip) for some range p < |z| < 1,

we easily obtain the following corollary.

Corollary. If Fiz) is in 3ip), then F'iz) has exactly (p — 1) zeros in

|z|<l.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for a function F(z), regular in |z| < 1,

with F(0) = 0 and F'(z) ¿¿ 0 to be in 3if(l) have been given by Kaplan [5].

We see from the proof of Theorem 1 that necessary conditions for F(z) to

be in 3(p) are that (2.6) and (2.8) hold in some range p < |z| < 1. We will

now show these conditions to be sufficient in two particular cases. The

method of proof used is that established by Kaplan  [5].

Lemma 2. Let

F(z) = apz» + ap+xzp+1 +

be regular for \z\ il. If

(2.9) f   d arg dF(z) = 2p*

and

(2.10) I    d arg dF(z) >- *        i8x<02)

for \z\ =1, then Fiz) is in  3ip).

Remark. We will show that there exists a function fiz) in Sip) with all

its zeros at the origin, which is regular for | z | < 1 + t for some t > 0, and
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such that Re[zP'(z)//(z)]> 0 for |z| < 1 + «. This is actually more than

we need to prove the lemma, but it is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.

Proof. Since F(z) is regular on |z| = 1, it is regular in some circle con-

taining |z| á 1. By continuity we then have the existence of some £ > 0

such that (2.9) and (2.10) hold for 1 g \z\ ^ (1 + e). Now, the function

z{l~p)F'(z) is free of zeros in |z| ^ (1 + «)• Hence, we may define arg za~p)F'(z)

to be single-valued and continuous in |z| ^ 1 + «.

Let

p(r,0) = arg[(re'fi)ll-p,P'(re'fl)]       (r á 1 + «)

and

P(r,e)=p(r,e)+pe.

Then, since (2.9) and (2.10) hold for \z\ = 1 + «, we have

P(l + t,$ + 2x) - P(l + t,8) = 2px,

P(l + t,6è -P(l+ €,«0 > -x    for0!<02.

Using an argument identical to Kaplan's [5], we may show the existence

of a function S(l + t,8), which is increasing in 6 and such that

(2.11) S(l + e,6 + 2ir) -S(l + (,8) = 2pir

and

(2.12) |S(1+ €,#)-P(l + f,#)|í|.

Let

(2.13) q(r,8)=±- f
2x Jo

1    f 2t [(1 + <)2 - r2}[S(l + e,a)- Pa]da

(1 + e)2+ r2 - 2(1 + e)rcos(« - 0) "

Then, q(r,8) is harmonic for r < 1 + e.

Let Q(r,8) = q(r,8) + p8 for r < 1 + e. Using the fact that S(l + t,a)

— pa has period 2x, we obtain for r < 1 + « and 6X < 82,

Q(r,OÙ - Q(r,8x)

•2* [(1 + e)2 - r2][S(l + (,a + 82)-S(l + e,a + 8ù]da-I
(1 + t)2 + r2-2(1+ e)rcosa

Since S(l + t,a) is increasing

Q(r,$ù - QirJÙ à 0.

Thus (9/dB) Q(r,8) 2i 0 for r < 1 + «.

Let h(z)  he a function, regular  for |z| <1 + «,  such  that  Imfftire1*)]

= q(r,8) and let
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/(z)=zV(2, = 6pZp+... (|z| <! + «)•

167

\.W)~\ =¿arg^ = ¿^e + ^0)) = ¿^dede   "' "    de

But zf'iz)/fiz) is regular for |z| < 1 + t. Thus,

Re[^|)]>0   for|z|<l + e.

Since fiz) has p zeros, all of them at the origin,

J'Re[^|)]dö = 2px       (|z|<l + f).

Hence, fiz) is p-valently star-Uke for |z| < 1 + «.

Now, for z = rem, r < 1 + e, we have

arg
zF'jz)

fiz)
= |argzF'(z)-arg/(z)|

= \Pir,e) - qir.e) - p8\

= \pir,0)-qir,6)\.

Since pir,6) is harmonic for |z| < 1 + 6, we may write

(2.14)       pir
1   C2r

¿■K JO

[(l + e)2-r2]p(l + t>«)

(1 + e)2 + r2 - 2(1 + t)rcos(a - 6)

Then, using (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain

zF'iz)

da.

arg
m = \pir,8) - qir,0)\

l* [(1 + £)2 - r2][P(l + «,«)- S(l + e,a)]da--If2r     Jo (1 + t)2 + r2 - 2(1 + e) r cos(a - 0)

- 2'

Thus Re[zF'(z)//(z)] è 0 for |z| < 1 + e. Hence, either Re[zF'(z)//(z)] > 0

for |z| < 1 + í, in which case Fiz) is in Jf(p), or zF'(z)//(z) reduces to

a constant for |z| < 1 + «. In the second case Fiz) is in Cip) C 3tip).

Theorem 2. Let

Fiz)=apzp + ap+xzp+\...        (|z|<l)

be regular for \z\ < 1. // (2.9) and (2.10) hold for some range p < \z\ < 1,

then Fiz) is in 3?{p).

Proof. Let p < b < 1. Then the function G¡iz) = Fibz) is regular on |z| =1
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and satisfies (2.9) and (2.10) on |z| = 1. Hence, by Lemma 2, GAz) is in

Sf(p) and there exists

/ä(z) = 6pzp + (1*1 <D

in S(p) such that

(2.15) Re[5||-)]>0       (|*| <1).

We may assume that | 6P| = 1. Cartwright [l] has shown that the family of

p-valent functions with the moduli of the first p coefficients fixed is a normal

family. Thus we may choose a sequence bn tending to 1, such that the se-

quence of functions f¡n(z) tends to a function f(z) in S(p). Since zG'¡n(z)

tends to zF'(z), we obtain from (2.15) that

^[jw]-0 tor|z|<1-

This implies that F(z) is in  5r(p).

Theorem 3. Let

F(z) = aqzq + ■ ■ ■        (lèqèp)

be regular for \z\ g 1. 7/(2.9) and (2.10) reo/don|z| = l,then F(z) is in Sf(p).

Proof. By condition (2.9) F'(z) has (p - 1) zeros in |z| < 1, (o - 1) of

them at the origin. Let ax,a2, • • -,ap-, be the nonzero roots of F'(z) and let

zp-qF'(z)dz
G(z)-r. dpzp +

n (a- «¿xi
¿=i

G(z) is regular for |z| ^ 1 and

zG'(z) =

Since

*iZ)

qzF'(z)

Uiz-add-a.z)

arg
,p-9

P-Í

nn (z -«¡ja -«<*)

= 0    for|*[ = l,

argzG'(z) = argzP'(z) for |z| = 1.

Thus, G(z) satisfies (2.9) and (2.10) on |z| = 1. Hence, by Lemma 2,

G(z) is in St(p) and there exists f(z) in S(p), regular for |z| g 1, such that
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*e[^>]>0       M<»

But using the same reasoning as above, we have

[zG'iz)-\ [zF'iz)l
argL7ürJ=argL7(¡rJ on|z| = L

Hence,

R'[iw]>0 tor|2| = 1-

Thus, Fiz) is in 3ip).

Theorem 3 immediately gives us the following lemma, which will prove

useful in obtaining a bound for the (p + l)st coefficient of a function in

3ip).

Lemma 3. F/ Fiz) is regular in \z\ il and in   3ip), then there exists

/(z) = 6pzp+...        (|6p|=l)

regular and in Sip) for \z\ il, such that

Re[iw]>0 -w-L

3. Some extremal problems for the class 3ip). The following lemma has

been proven by Royster [11 ]. However, the proof we give, which was com-

municated to me by Professor M. S.  Robertson, seems to be different.

Lemma 4. Let fiz) = [Ä(z)]~p, where re(z) is in SU), A(0) = 0, ft'(0) = 1

and let

/(z)=  ¿ Cnz"       -(0<|z| <1, C_p=l),
n=-p

then

\Cn\i(2p)        (n- -p,- .,1),
\n + p/

and these inequalities are sharp.

Proof. We write

(3.1) zpfiz) = zp[hiz)YP = ¿dnzn       i\z\ < 1, do = 1).
n=0

The lemma will then be proven, if we can show
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t2p\
Kl=(^) (rerSp + l).

Taking the logarithm of both sides of (3.1), differentiating and multiplying

through by z, we obtain

zf'(z) _zh'(z)

pf(z) " h(z) ■

Thus, we have for |z| < 1

Let

then

Let

zf'(z)
P(z) =-1jp,

Pf(z)

Re[pk]>0  forlzl<1-

1 p/(z) pzp/(z)

P(z) zf'(z) zp+1f'(z) '

1

P(z)
zp+1f'(z)=pz»f(z),

or

r - ¿^l TZ (s - p)d8i\ = p ¿ dnz».
L        m=0 J L«=0 J n=0

Equating coefficients, we obtain

n

pd„ = ^(P-'-)d^n-r,
r=0

n-1

ndn= J^ip-ñdrp^r.
r-0

Since l^n-rl è 2, we obtain

(3.3) re|d„| a2£(p-r)|dr|
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provided p — r 2; 0. That is, provided re ̂  p + 1. Using (3.3) and a simple

induction argument, we have

'«ä (I)2p\
for re i£p -f 1.

That the inequalities are sharp is shown by the function

m - [(ÍT3-] "•

Theorem 4. Let

F(z)^¿anzn       (|*| <1)
n=l

6e regular and in  Sr(p) /or |z| < 1, ireere

«« , ^f 2*(2p + l)!.    .
(3-4) |0p+l1 = £ (p + *)!(p-*)![(p + l)2-*2] |0i|

and this inequality is sharp in all the variables \ax\, ■ • -,\ap\.

Remark. This theorem was first proven for p = 1 be Reade [8].

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that F(z) is regular for

|z| g 1. Then, by Lemma 3 there exists a function

/(z)=6pzp+...        (|6P| = 1),

regular for |z| ^ 1 and in S(p), such that

m>»(3.5) Rel~fWi>0        (|2| = 1)-

We may assume that bp = 1 since arg [bp] is not involved in the inequality

to be obtained. Thus we may write f(z) in the form [$(z)]p, where

*(*) = z + ¿ renz"
n=2

is regular for |z| < 1 and in S(l).

We may then write (3.5) in the form

Re[zF'(z) [0(2) ] p] > 0   on | z | = 1.

Let

[*(z)]-"= ¿ Cnz"       (0 < |*| < 1, C^p = 1).
n=-P

Then
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zF'(z)[0(z)]-p= r¿rea„z"l " ¿ C„z"l

[March

=     Z     dkz\

where

P+k

dk=Y.C-(n-k)nan        ik= - (p - 1), ••■)■

Consider the function Giz) given by

(3.6)

Giz)=zF'iz)[i.iz)]-p-     X    dkzk

+     Z    dkz3
*=-(p-i)

Since z = z 1 for |z| = 1, the last two terms in (3.6) add up to a purely

imaginary number for |z| = 1. Thus,

Re[G(z)] = Re[zF'(z)[0(z)]-p]>O    for |z| = 1.

But Giz) is regular for |z| il. Therefore,

Re[G(z)]>0    for |z| i 1.

Now

Giz)=d0+idx + d_x)z+ ■■■        (|z|^l).

Hence

\dx + d_x\ ^2Re[d0]^2|d0|,

p+i p-i_ _
Z C-(n-X)nan-{- Z C-{n+X)nan
n=l n=l

i2 Z C~nnan

(p + l)|ap+1| ^Z[2a|C_„| +»10-0.-1,1 + re| C„(n+1)| ]|a„|
n=l

+ [2p|C_p|+p|C_(p-1)|]|ap|.

By Lemma 4

'C-l *(„-*)        »-1.2.-.P)'

Therefore,
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(p + l)|ap+1|^zT2re(   2P  ) +re(      ?P_L1)+»(      ^    \\\an\
»=i L      \p - re/ \p - re + 1/ \p - re - 1/ J

+[2p+p(T)]|ap|

f     ,  nf _2re(2p + l)!_
lP + ^(p + remp-re^p + l)2-«2]10"1

which is (3.4).

We remark that the inequality is sharp, since it is known to be sharp

for f(z) in S(p) with real coefficients [2], [4].

In order to obtain bounds on |P'(z)| for F(z) in 5^(p), we will make

use of the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let

F(z)=aqzq+...        (|*| á«

be regular and in Sf(p) for \z\ ^ 1. Let ax,a2, ■■■,ap-q be the nonzero criti-

cal points of F'(z) in \z\ < 1. Then the function

H(z) =  Czp-qF'(z) [ff Ir^T - rM  Giß ~ 1)1   'dz
Jo Li-i \|a¿|        |«¡| / J

is regular for \z\ ^ 1 and in  5f (p).

Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists

A(z) = 6pzp+...       (16,1 = 1),

regular and in S(p) for |z| ^ 1, such that

Re^V >0    for |c|-l.
h(z)

z"
zH'(z) *« [B(râ-ei ) *-»]"'

h(z) h(z)

But,

"iHS(i5-ra)^-I,]")-° -w-L
Thus,

z77'(z) zP'(z)
ZJL^=M-^-,       M>0   on |*|=1.

h(z) h(z)

Hence,
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„   VzH'iz)!     „    .
Re[-hèr\>0 for|2| = L

Therefore, Hiz) is in   3ip).

Theorem 5. Let

Fiz)=aqzq+...        (|z|<l),

be regular and in  3ip) for \z\ < 1. Let ax,a2, • • -,ap-q be the nonzero critical

points of Fiz) and let p = max|a,| and p* = min|a,|. Then

(3.7)  | F(nr*) | g (¿ + *£ f|«,| [ff (l + T¿j ) (l + r|«M)]
(l + r)r' x

9l°'lLüvi+Ñri+r|a'i,j

(/•<!),

(p<r<l),

(3-8)  |rW|i»^fW [g^-l) (l-r|tti|)]

(3-9)  |W>I =|^9Kl[n(l-T^) d-r|«.D]

(r<p*).

A// íréese inequalities are sharp, equality being attained by the function

H (1 4- z)zq~1 p-1 / z   \

^>-XTí^'Klñ(l+ra)<1+íW,,b-

Note that inequality (3.7) was obtained by Umezawa [13] for his class

of p-valent close-to-convex functions.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that Fiz) is regular for

|z| il. Consider the functions Hiz) and hiz), given in Lemma 5 and in

its proof.

zH'iz)

hiz)
= d0 + d1z+...        i\z\il),

where

Then

do = ̂ rîï(-e—)~T.

Re [

where ReP(z) > 0 for \z\ < 1 and F(0) = 1. Thus,
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P(z) - 1

P(Z) + 1
á|*|.

Hence

z77'(z)

h(z)

zH'(z)

h(z)

d0

d0

(1-r)
z77'(z)

h(z)

á|*| -r,

^(l + r)|do| = (l-r-r)g|a,|.

Using the known bound

lAWlá^^   for|z|=r

and using the definition of 77(z), we obtain

\F(re*)\ = n {1*X»^ |A(2)| I H (fi "ri) ft,-1)
(1 - r)r" "T /=1 \|a,|      |o£¿| /(1-r)

(1 + r)^"1   ,

(1 - r)2^1
9\°t\n(l + A) (l + r|«,|),

¡-1 \ |«»| /

which is (3.7).

To obtain (3.8) and (3.9), we notice that for z = rew

P(z) + 1

P(z) - 1

1

r '

|A(*)| ^

a¿ Z

and

2

(1 + r)2"'

|i*-l| è (rn-l) d-r|ai|)       (k|<r),
\|a;| /

|«<l-l|2 (i-tA) (1-rlail)        (r<|a,|).

Going through the same type of argument as before, we obtain (3.8) and

(3.9).
The function FAz) is in Sf(p)  relative to

/w-ir^B(1+iá)e+,W)-
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Equality in (3.7) is attained by F'0ir), in (3.8) by F'0i~r), r> p, and in

(3.9) by F'oi-r), r<p*.

4. Radii of close-to-convexity and convexity for functions in 3tfip). Goodman

[4] has proven that if

fiz) = aq¿> + • • •        (|z|<l)

is in Sip), then

(4.1) Re^-è^r)  for r<p,
fiz)

where

|_l + r     i=x \ai\ - r     l-|a,|rj

«i. • --yOtp-q being the nonzero roots of fiz) and p = min|a¿|. J,(r) is a de-

creasing function of r for r < p, is positive for r = 0 and tends to - » as r

tends to p. Thus, «/,(/•) has a least positive root rq and J,(r) > 0 for r < rq.

We thus have that fiz) is g-valently star-like for |z| < rq. This estimate

is sharp, since (4.1) was shown to be sharp [4], equality being attained

at z = — r by the function

(4.2) fiz) = zqil - z) -*ff (l + tM (1 + z|«,-| ).
¡=i \      Kj/

Theorem 6. Fei

F(z)=a,z«+...        (|z|<l)

be in 3ip). Let ax, ■ ■ -,ap_, be the nonzero roots of F'iz) and let rq be the least

positive root of Jqir), defined in (4.1). Then Fiz) is q-valently close-to-convex

for\z\ <rq.

Proof. We first prove the theorem for Fiz), regular on |z| = 1. Then there

exists

/(z) = 6pzp+...        (|*| ál),

regular and in Sip) for |z| il, such that

ReKër]>0 on|2| = 1-

Since

*rg(zp-q rff (z - aù(l - «iZ)~\    )  = 0    on |z| = 1,

we have
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n(*-«¡)(i-«¡*)-/(*)
>0    for \z\ =1.

Let

g(z) = zq-p |"ff(2 - «.)(! - «,z)l /(*)■

Then, g(z) is in S(p) since Re[zg'(z)/g(z)]> 0 on |z| = 1. But g(z) has

nonzero roots at ax,a2, • ••,«„_,. Therefore, g(z) is g-valently star-like for

|z| <r„. Since

HlEf]*0    for|z|^rÇ)

F(z) is q-valently close-to-convex for \z\ < rq.

If F(z) is not regular on |z| = 1, there exists a p* < 1 such that for p*

<5<1 the function GAz) = F(bz) is in V(p) and regular on |2| = 1.

G'i(z) = 0 for z = ai/b. Thus, GAz) is g-valently close-to-convex for 121

< rqi, where rq¡¡ is the least positive root of

Jq,i(r) = q -[i
2p p-q

+ E I «.I
+ r     t^i \ai\-rb  '

Thus, there exists

fAz) = Cqzq+...        (\z\ <rqM \Cq\ = l)

o-valently star-like for |z| < rqM such that

a,|rj

Re
\zG'Az)l
L fAz) J

>0    for |z| <rq¡¡.

But rq¡¡ 2í rq, since e7,,ä(r) 2t </?(r)   for r<min|a¡|. Thus/6(z) is g-valently

star-like for |z| < rq.

By a result of M. Cartwright [l] the family of q-valent functions f(z)

= aqzq + •■■ (\aq\ =1) is a normal family. Thus we may choose an in-

creasing sequence b¡ tending to 1, such that the functions f&i(z) tend to a

function f(z), which is g-valently star-like for |z| <rq. Since for each i

rzG'Sl(z)~\

RfeJ>0    f0r|2|<r«

and since zG'b.(z) tends to zF'(z), we have

Re L m J - 0    for \z\ <ra
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Thus either Re[zF'(z)//(z)] > 0 for |z| < r„ in which case Fiz) is g-valently

close-to-convex for |z| <rq, or [zF'iz)/fiz)\ reduces to a constant for |z|

< rq. In the second case Fiz) is g-valently convex and hence g-valently

close-to-convex for |z| < rq.

Theorem 7. Let

Fiz)=aqz"+...        (|z|<l),

be in  3ip), then Fiz) is q-valently convex for \z\ <ßq, where ßq is the least

positive root of

KAr) = JJr) -
2r

q\'I fq\'/ .. o
1-r2

and this estimate is the best possible.

Proof. Let us first assume that Fiz) is regular on |z| = 1. Then, as we

have seen before, there exists

giz) = bqzq+...        i\z\<l),

which is in Sip) for |z| < 1, such that

fzF(z)-|
1 giz) JRe   —-V    >0   for |z| il.

Let

Z-^-f = Piz),       Re[F(z)] > 0       for |z| i 1,
giz)

zF"jz) = zP'jz)     zgiz)_

i+ F'iz)       Piz)  + giz) ■

Now giz) has the same zeros as F'iz). Therefore,

rz¿r(z)"| ^        for r < min|a.|r^iz)l
Igiz)] =

By a result, obtained independently by Libera [6], MacGregor [7] and

Robertson [10], we have

rzF'(z)-| 2r

H-pïz)]--^2-

Thus

Re [1+Z^ÏÏ\ - - r^72+J?(r) = Kq{r)

forr < min|a¿|.

Thus, if |z| <ßq
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T ZF"ÍZ)1

Since F'iz) has (g — 1) zeros in |z| < ßq, all of them at the origin,

çir        r zF"iz)~\
J    Re[l + ̂ Jdö = 2^       (|z|<0,).

Thus Fiz) is q-valently convex for |z| < ßq.

Arguing as in Theorem 6, we may remove the assumption of regularity

on|z| = 1.

The function

TO=ríí^n(1+ra),1+2|-l)<í2

shows that the radius found is sharp, since

zF"iz)

for z = — r, r < min |a¡|.
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